###### Strengths and limitations of this study

-   Systematic reviews for clinical trials of myocardial infarction and traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) syndromes will be conducted.

-   A core TCM syndrome set will be developed to supplement the core outcome set (COS).

-   The Delphi surveys and consensus meeting will involve both patients and health professionals.

-   A measurement time will be recommended for the final COS.

-   Patients will be recruited at a single centre.

Introduction {#s1}
============

Myocardial infarction (MI) refers to myocardial injury, necrosis and cardiac troponin increase caused by myocardial ischaemia (an imbalance of oxygen supply). According to the 'Global Definition of MI' (2018), MI has five subtypes: ST-segment elevation MI (STEMI) and non-ST-segment elevation MI; ischaemia without atherosclerotic plaque erosion, rupture or destruction; typical MI, such as a typical ST-segment elevation ECG, but no troponin blood tests, such as cardiogenic sudden death; MI during percutaneous coronary intervention and MI during surgical coronary artery bypass grafting.[@R1] STEMI is the most dangerous complication in patients with coronary heart disease, resulting in an approximately 5%--8% mortality rate in hospitals.[@R2] It is a challenge for researchers and clinicians to improve the diagnosis and treatment of MI and improve the prognosis of patients.

In China, some researchers have carried out a number of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) for treating MI, which are based on therapeutic principles of TCM, such as syndrome differentiation. Syndrome differentiation is the basis of developing therapeutic principles in TCM, which includes the cause, nature and location of pathological changes at a certain stage of the disease.[@R3] It can be comprehensively analysed by clinical symptoms and signs through four methods of diagnosis: inspection, auscultation and olfaction, interrogation and palpation.

However, there are some problems in these clinical trials; for example, a lack of reporting primary or long-term outcomes, the heterogeneous outcome in different RCTs,[@R4] means that some studies cannot be included in a systematic review/meta-analysis to provide a higher level of evidence for clinical practice, which reduces the value of research and causes waste to a certain extent. The outcomes reported in clinical trials have not been independently validated as important outcomes to other stakeholders, such as patients.

Rationale for the development of a COS {#s1-1}
--------------------------------------

There is no defined core outcome set (COS) for MI. A COS defines the minimum outcomes that should be measured and reported in clinical trials in a specific area of healthcare.[@R6] In 2013, the conception of a COS was introduced in the area of TCM.[@R7] Although there are more than 10 COSs of TCM (COS-TCM) registered in the Core Outcome Measures in Effectiveness Trials (COMET) database, no results of COS-TCM have been reported.

Syndrome differentiation is the basis of developing therapeutic principles in TCM. In 2017, the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) Extension for Chinese Herbal Medicine Formulas recommended that outcome measures with TCM syndrome should be reported in detail.[@R8] In this study, we will use mixed-methods research to develop a COS that includes TCM core syndrome for MI to determine what outcomes to measure and when to measure them. The abovementioned methods have been used in the development of a COS for non-valvular atrial fibrillation in clinical trials of TCM.[@R9]

We will conduct a systematic review and qualitative interviews to develop a long list of outcomes for MI. Then, we will develop a list of TCM syndromes of MI based on the systematic review, existing medical records and a cross-sectional study. We will carry out two rounds of the Delphi survey with different stakeholders to determine the importance and priority of outcomes and TCM syndromes that should be reported in clinical trials. A consensus meeting will be held to decide the final COS. The COS will be published and used for future clinical trials to improve outcome reporting in MI. Since TCM is mainly practised in China, this research will achieve national consensus in China.

Scope of the COS-TCM {#s1-2}
--------------------

The objective of this study is to identify the exact outcomes that concern patients with MI among different stakeholders in RCTs of TCM. We intend to consider when and how these outcomes should be measured after the COS is completed. We will use transparent methodology and address 13 minimum Core Outcome Set Standards for Protocol Items (the COS-STAP Statement) in the protocol.[@R10]

The scope of the COS-TCM is as follows:

1.  Health condition: MI.

2.  Population: all patients with MI.

3.  Interventions: therapies based on the therapeutic principles of TCM, including traditional herbal medicine, acupuncture, cupping, Qigong and other non-drug therapies.

4.  Context of use: RCTs.

Registration {#s1-3}
------------

The study is registered on the COMET database as study 1243 (available at: <http://www.comet-initiative.org/studies/details/1243>).

Methods and analysis {#s2}
====================

Steering Committee {#s2-1}
------------------

We will form a national Steering Committee to support the development of this research. The Steering Committee will include five experts, such as two TCM experts, a Western medicine expert, a methodologist and a journal editor. They will review and confirm the research protocol, make decisions when there is confusion and attend the consensus meeting to facilitate the development of the COS.

Patient and public involvement {#s2-2}
------------------------------

We will recruit patients to participate in semistructured interviews, a cross-sectional study and two rounds of the Delphi survey.

Design {#s2-3}
------

This COS will be developed in four phases.

In phases 1, we will develop a long list of general outcomes, of which the information sources include systematic reviews and semistructured interviews.

In phases 2, we will develop a list of TCM syndromes; the information sources will include a systematic review, a retrospective study of medical records and a cross-sectional survey.

In phases 3, we will carry out a Delphi survey with different stakeholders, such as health professionals and patients. The health professionals will include Chinese medicine experts in cardiovascular disease (clinicians and researchers), Western medicine experts in cardiovascular disease (clinicians and researchers), methodologists in the field of evidence-based medicine, journal editors and so on.

In phases 4, we will conduct a consensus meeting to determine what outcomes should be measured in the COS and when to measure the outcomes.

A flowchart of the research is shown in [figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Flowchart for developing a COS for MI in clinical trials of TCM. COS, core outcome set; MI, myocardial infarction; TCM, traditional Chinese medicine.](bmjopen-2019-032256f01){#F1}

Phases 1: Developing a long list of general outcomes {#s2-4}
----------------------------------------------------

There are two steps to develop a long list of general outcomes, namely: a systematic review and semistructured interviews, so that the perspectives of different stakeholders can be considered.

Step 1: Systematic review {#s2-5}
-------------------------

### Search strategy {#s2-5-1}

We will search three English databases and three Chinese databases: PubMed, the Cochrane Library, Web of Science, Wanfang Database, the China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) and SinoMed. We will also search the China Clinical Trial Registration Center. The retrieval time range is from 1 January 2009 to 1 January 2019. The search strategy of English databases for general outcome is shown in [online supplementary file 1](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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### Inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria {#s2-5-2}

The inclusion and exclusion criteria for the literature are shown in [table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

The inclusion and exclusion criteria of systematic review for reported outcomes

  Inclusion criteria                                         Exclusion criteria
  ---------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Adult patients with myocardial infarction                  The main objectives of the study were to assess the mechanisms or pharmacokinetics of interventions
  Any kind of interventions and comparisons is eligible      Outcome measurement time or outcome definition/measurement instruments cannot be extracted
  Randomised controlled trials                               Full-text cannot be obtained
  Sample size ≥30 in each group                              No information on ethical approval/funding/trial registration
  The clinical trials were published in Chinese or English    

### Data extraction {#s2-5-3}

The data extraction will include the first author\'s name, number of participants, outcomes (including primary and secondary outcomes), definition of outcomes/outcome measurement instruments and outcome measurement time (intervention time/follow-up time). If TCM syndromes are reported, TCM syndrome names and diagnostic criteria will also be extracted. In addition, the quality of outcome reporting and the methodological quality will be assessed. There is no standard method to assess the quality of outcome reporting; therefore, we will use the method that has been used by previous research,[@R11] which includes six items:

1.  Is the primary outcome clearly stated?

2.  Is the primary outcome clearly defined so that another researcher would be able to reproduce its measurement? Where appropriate, this should include a clear description of time points, the person measuring the outcome, how the outcome was measured (for example, the tools and methods used) and where the outcome was measured.

3.  Are the secondary outcomes clearly stated?

4.  Are the secondary outcomes clearly defined?

5.  Do the authors explain the use of the outcomes they have selected?

6.  Are methods used to enhance the quality of outcome measurement (for example, repeated measurement, training) if appropriate?

If the eligible study completely meets the item, it will receive 1 point. If it does not meet the item, it will receive 0 points. For objective outcomes, the definition is unnecessary to provide.

We will assess the methodological quality with the Cochrane handbook.[@R13] Two researchers will independently extract the information and assess the quality of outcome reporting and the methodological quality of each study. Any disagreement will be resolved by discussion or via consulting with the third investigator.

Step 2: Semistructured interview {#s2-6}
--------------------------------

We will recruit patients with MI to participate in semistructured interviews.

### Participant selection {#s2-6-1}

The inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria for semistructured interview are in [table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria for semistructured interviews

  Inclusion criteria                               Exclusion criteria
  ------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------
  Adult patients                                   Patients with severe mental disease
  Patients with MI who are not in acute status      
  Patients who signed the informed consent forms    

### Sampling strategy {#s2-6-2}

The purpose of semistructured interview is to achieve saturation. According to the experience of previous research, 30 subjects are sufficient to achieve saturation.[@R14] However, if there is a new point of view in the final interview, the sample size will be increased. We will recruit patients by purposive sampling. The characteristics of the patients are shown in [table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Purposive sampling matrix of patients for semistructured interviews

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Age\      Sample size   Sex   Type of condition   Treatment history               
  (years)                                                                           
  --------- ------------- ----- ------------------- ------------------- --- --- --- ---
  18\~40    6             3     3                   3                   3   2   2   2

  40\~60    9             5     4                   5                   4   3   3   3

  60\~80    9             5     4                   5                   4   3   3   3

  ≥80       6             3     3                   3                   3   2   2   2
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CABG, coronary artery bypass grafting; NSTEMI, ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; STEMI, ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction.

### Recruitment and data collection {#s2-6-3}

We will approach potential participants at the inpatient ward or outpatient department of Dongzhimen Hospital, Beijing University of Chinese Medicine. An investigator who is trained in qualitative research methods will explain the study to the patients. Then, the patients will receive separate written information sheets to read. The patients who agree to participate in the interview will sign an informed consent form. After that, a semistructured interview will be conducted in the clinical research subject reception room of the hospital. We will collect patients' socioeconomic and demographic information, as well as disease classification during the interview.

The outline of the semistructured interviews are as follows:

1.  When were you diagnosed with MI?

2.  What inconveniences have you experienced after being diagnosed with MI?

3.  What therapies have you received because of MI?

4.  What effect do you hope to achieve after treatment?

5.  What inconveniences have you experienced from the current treatment?

6.  What is the most important outcome for you?

### Data analysis {#s2-6-4}

We will analyse the results of the semistructured interviews concurrently with data collection. All of the interviews will be transcribed verbatim. Then transcriptions will be imported into qualitative analysis software. The data will be analysed by framework methodology, including familiarisation, developing a thematic framework, indexing, devising thematic charts, mapping and interpreting.[@R15] Then, narrative explanations of the effects of MI and treatments on the patients' lives will be interpreted by the process of constant comparison to identify outcomes that are important to patients.[@R16]

### Merging outcomes and grouping under outcome domains {#s2-6-5}

After the systematic review and semistructured interviews are completed, two researchers will merge the outcomes and independently group them under outcome domains. The methods are as follows:

1.  If the outcome is in English, it will be translated into Chinese according to the terminology formulated by the National Science and Technology Terminology Committee. If there is no relevant term, it will be determined by two researchers.

2.  Composite outcomes will be extracted as individual outcomes.

3.  The overlapping outcomes will be merged into one according to the definition of the outcomes. For example, death, death from any cause, mortality, overall mortality, total mortality, all causes of death and all causes of mortality will be aggregated as 'all-cause mortality'.

4.  The outcomes that are difficult to merge because there is no definition or measurement instrument to report it will be dropped.

5.  The outcomes will be grouped into different outcome domains according to the taxonomy that has been developed by the COMET initiative.[@R17]

Then, two researchers will cross-check the results. Any inconsistency will be discussed by the two researchers and to achieve consensus.

Phases 2: Developing a list of TCM syndromes {#s2-7}
--------------------------------------------

In our previous review, we found that TCM syndrome names are nonstandard, so that it is difficult to assess the efficacy of TCM syndromes.[@R18] Therefore, we proposed a method to solve the problem in the development of COS,[@R19] and it has been used in our previous research.[@R9]

There are two steps to develop a list of TCM syndromes:

1.  Developing a dataset of TCM syndrome names from systematic review and medical records.

2.  Investigating TCM syndromes of MI from cross-sectional survey.

Step 1: Systematic review {#s2-8}
-------------------------

### Search strategy {#s2-8-1}

We will search three Chinese databases, CNKI, Wanfang Database and SinoMed, to obtain the TCM syndrome names of MI from the researchers' perspective. The retrieval time range is from 1 January 2009 to 1 January 2019. The search terms are in Chinese, with sufficient terminology. The inclusion and exclusion criteria are shown in [table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

The inclusion and exclusion criteria of systematic review for TCM syndrome names

  Inclusion criteria                                                                       Exclusion criteria
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------
  Adult patients                                                                           TCM syndrome names cannot extracted
  Any kind of interventions and comparisons are eligible                                   The diagnostic criteria for TCM syndromes cannot be extracted
  Both RCTs and observational studies (case series, cohort study) are eligible             Full text cannot be obtained
  Sample size ≥30 in each group for RCTs, sample size ≥50 in observational studies          
  The language is limited to Chinese, but there is no restriction for publication status    

RCT, randomised controlled trial; TCM, traditional Chinese medicine.

### Data extraction {#s2-8-2}

Data extraction will include the first author\'s name, type of clinical trials, number of participants, TCM syndrome names and syndrome diagnostic criteria, syndrome evaluation items (such as symptoms, tongue coating and pulse) and syndrome measurement methods. Two researchers will independently extract the information, cross-checking will be conducted after completion, and any disagreement will be solved by discussion.

In addition, the names of the syndromes for MI will be obtained from the 'Guidelines for Clinical Research of New Drugs in Traditional Chinese Medicine', 'Traditional Chinese Internal Medicine' and 'Industry Standards of TCM of the People\'s Republic of China, Diagnostic and Efficacy Standards for TCM Diseases'.

Step 2: Traditional Chinese medicine syndrome names will be identified from medical records {#s2-9}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We will conduct a retrospective study of medical records in the last 5 years at Dongzhimen Hospital, Beijing University of Chinese Medicine. The aim of this study is to obtain TCM syndrome names for MI from the clinician's perspective. The inclusion and exclusion criteria are as follows:

### Inclusion criteria {#s2-9-1}

1.  The first diagnosis was MI.

2.  Patients≥18 years old.

### Exclusion criteria {#s2-9-2}

Patients with severe mental disease.

### Data extraction {#s2-9-3}

Data extraction will include patients' age, sex and TCM syndrome name (if there are more than two TCM syndromes, the first one will be extracted).

Data analysis {#s2-10}
-------------

After extracting TCM syndrome names from the systematic review and medical records, a dataset of TCM syndrome names will be developed. Two researchers will extract each syndrome's 'location of disease' and 'feature of disease' independently. Then, they will cross-check and achieve consensus.

### Step 3: Cross-sectional survey to investigate TCM syndromes of MI {#s2-10-1}

To obtain the distribution of TCM syndromes for MI, we will conduct epidemiological investigation, such as cross-sectional study, to investigate the patients' symptoms and signs.

### Sampling size {#s2-10-2}

We will use convenience sampling to recruit 120 patients with MI in Dongzhimen Hospital, Beijing University of Chinese Medicine.

### Participant selection {#s2-10-3}

The methods of selecting participants are the same as those for semistructured interview. The inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria for cross-sectional survey are in [table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria for cross-sectional survey

  Inclusion criteria                             Exclusion criteria
  ---------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
  Adult patients                                 Patients with severe mental disease
  Patients with MI who are not in acute status    
  Patients who sign the informed consent forms    

MI, myocardial infarction.

### Recruitment and data collection {#s2-10-4}

We will approach potential participants at the inpatient ward or outpatient department of. Dongzhimen Hospital, Beijing University of Chinese Medicine. Two Ph.D. students who majored in TCM will collect patients' symptoms and signs through four methods of diagnosis-inspection, auscultation and olfaction, interrogation and palpation. They will explain the study and give separate written information sheets to patients. The patients who agree to participate in the study will sign an informed consent form.

To collect data on the symptoms and signs of patients, an information sheet for the four methods of diagnosis will be developed. We will develop the sheet of information with the method that has been used in our previous research.[@R9]

### Data analysis {#s2-10-5}

From the cross-sectional study, we will obtain and calculate the frequency of symptoms and signs of MI. If the frequency of a symptom or sign is \<5%, it will be removed. Then, we will conduct a clustering analysis for the last data. Two researchers will discuss the classification of TCM syndromes according to the results of the clustering analysis, and then they will extract each syndrome's 'location of disease' and 'feature of disease' independently. Any disagreement will be discussed or the third investigator will be consulted.

Then, the results of 'location of disease' and 'feature of disease' from the cross-sectional survey will be compared with the dataset of TCM syndrome names. If the 'location of disease' and 'feature of disease' extracted from the cross-sectional survey are the same or similar to the 'location of disease' and 'feature of disease' extracted from the dataset of TCM syndrome names, then the TCM syndrome names from the dataset will be used as candidate names.

Phases 3: Delphi survey {#s2-11}
-----------------------

### Stakeholder selection {#s2-11-1}

We will invite health professionals (TCM experts in cardiovascular disease, Western medicine experts in cardiovascular disease, methodologists in the field of evidence-based medicine and journal editors) and patients to participate in two rounds of Delphi survey.

The inclusion and exclusion criteria for health professionals in Delphi survey are as follows:

Inclusion criteria:

1.  Health professionals with a bachelor's degree or above.

2.  Health professionals who have more than 1 year of work experience.

3.  Clinicians who have work experience in tertiary hospitals.

4.  There will be no restriction on the professionals' geographical area.

5.  The researchers (either first author, corresponding author or other coauthors) have published at least one article regarding clinical trials for cardiovascular disease.

Exclusion criteria: None.

The original information of the health professionals (including TCM experts, Western medicine experts, methodologists and a few journal editors) will be obtained from the membership lists of the Clinical Research Method of Cardiovascular Disease of Professional Committee of Chinese Association of Integrative Medicine and the China Research Institute of China Information Association for Traditional Chinese Medicine and Pharmacy, published papers and the web of journals.

The inclusion and exclusion criteria for patients who will participate in the Delphi survey are as follows:

Inclusion criteria:

1.  Patients with MI who do not have acute status.

2.  Patients≥18 years old.

3.  There will be no restriction on gender.

4.  Patients who have the ability to read and write.

5.  Patients who have signed the informed consent forms.

Exclusion criteria: patients with severe mental disease.

### Sampling strategy {#s2-11-2}

There is currently no standard sample size calculation method in the Delphi survey. In the previous COS study, the number of professional technicians involved in Delphi study ranged from 12 to 174 technicians.[@R20] In this study, we will select 30 stakeholders for each stakeholder group at the beginning. There will be five stakeholder groups, so a total of 150 participants will be recruited. Then, we will use snowball sampling to extend the sample size. Since it is very difficult to understand the TCM terminology for other stakeholders, only TCM experts in cardiovascular disease need to respond to the questionnaire of core TCM syndrome outcomes.

### Development of questionnaires for round 1 of the Delphi survey {#s2-11-3}

We will develop questionnaires for core outcomes and core TCM syndromes of MI separately according to the list of outcomes and TCM syndromes. In round 1 of the Delphi survey, we will collect participants' demographic information. We will use a 9-point scoring system, which has been used in the development of COSs.[@R9] Participants will have the opportunity to score the importance for all of the outcomes in the questionnaires. A score of '1--3' means the outcome is not important to include in the COS, '4--6' means the outcome is important but not critical to include in the COS and '7--9' means the outcome is critical to include in the COS. In addition, there is an option of 'unclear' for all candidate outcomes in the questionnaires. At the end of round 1 of the Delphi survey for core outcomes, there will be one open-ended question: which outcomes do you think are important but not included in the questionnaire? The questionnaire will be written in clear language for patients who participate in the Delphi survey, so that it is easier for them to understand.

For the questionnaire on core TCM syndrome outcomes, the symptoms and signs of each TCM syndrome will be presented. The participants will choose a suitable TCM syndrome name according to the characteristics of each TCM syndrome. Then, the participants will have a chance to score all of the symptoms and signs belonging to each classification of TCM syndrome using a 9-point scale. At the end of round 1 of the questionnaire, there will be two open-ended questions for each classification of TCM syndrome:

1.  Which TCM syndrome names do you think are appropriate but are not listed in the questionnaire?

2.  Which symptoms/signs do you think are important for the TCM syndrome but are not listed in the questionnaire?

### Round 1 of the Delphi survey {#s2-11-4}

Round 1 of the Delphi survey will last for 3 weeks. We will send a personalised email with an outline of the project and questionnaires to the health professionals and invite them to attend the Delphi round 1 within 3 weeks. We will send emails or messages to remind the participants to complete the Delphi survey at the end of the second weekend. To reduce attrition bias, if the response rate is \<80%, we will keep the Delphi rounds open longer.

One of the researchers will approach potential eligible patients at the inpatient ward or outpatient department of Dongzhimen Hospital, Beijing University of Chinese Medicine. The researcher will explain the research to the patients and give separate written information sheets to them. The patients will be asked if they agree to participate in two rounds of the Delphi survey. The ones who agree to participate will sign an informed consent form. Then, the researcher will distribute the printed questionnaire to the patient and ask he/she to complete it. If the patient has any questions, the researcher will answer the questions. The researcher and the patients will make an appointment for the next visit. It will be made clear to the patients that they can withdraw at any time.

### Data analysis for round 1 of the Delphi survey {#s2-11-5}

In this project, we will analyse the results of the health professionals and patients separately. Round 1 of the Delphi survey data analysis will include: the response rate and the frequencies of the response options for each outcome/TCM syndrome name/symptom/sign.

### Round 2 of the Delphi survey {#s2-11-6}

We will summarise each stakeholder's score distribution of each outcome/TCM syndrome name/symptom/sign. In round 2 of the Delphi questionnaire, the participants will receive their score from round 1 of the Delphi questionnaire, and the score distribution of their own stakeholder.

If more than 10% of participants from any stakeholder group believe that the outcomes/symptoms/signs are important (scored ≥4), they will be included in the round 2 of the Delphi survey. In addition, if new outcomes/TCM syndrome names/symptoms/signs are presented by the participants in round 1 of the Delphi survey, they will be assessed by the research group (the authors) and included in round 2 of the Delphi questionnaire. All of the participants who complete ≥90% of outcomes in round 1 of the Delphi survey will be invited to participate in round 2 of Delphi survey. The participants will have the chance to rescore the importance of outcomes/TCM syndrome names/symptoms/signs.

Round 2 of the Delphi survey will last for 3 weeks. We will send a personalised email outlining the project to stakeholders and invite them to complete round 1 of the Delphi survey within 3 weeks. We will send emails or messages to remind participants to complete the Delphi survey at the end of the second weekend. If the response rate is \<80%, we will keep the Delphi rounds open longer.

### Data analysis for round 2 of the Delphi survey {#s2-11-7}

Round 2 of the Delphi survey data analysis will include the response rate, the frequencies of the response options for each outcome/TCM syndrome name/symptom/sign, each stakeholder group's score distribution and the attrition bias. We will calculate the average score of each outcome scored by participants who complete or do not complete the two rounds of questionnaires to evaluate if there is attrition bias.

In addition, missing data may result in attrition bias. If there is no attrition bias after calculating the average score of each outcome scored by the participants who complete or do not complete the two rounds of questionnaires, the missing data will not be considered. If there is attrition bias because the participants did not complete round 2 of the Delphi survey, we will calculate the participants' score in round 1 of the Delphi survey. If the missing data are from participants who have not scored all of the outcomes when they return to the questionnaire, then the missing outcome will be considered 'unclear'.

Phases 4: Consensus meeting {#s2-12}
---------------------------

### Stakeholder selection {#s2-12-1}

After completing the Delphi survey, a consensus meeting will be held. We will invite different stakeholders to attend the meeting, regardless of whether the health professionals participate in the Delphi survey. The patients should complete two rounds of the Delphi survey.

The inclusion and exclusion criteria for health professionals in the consensus meeting are as follows:

Inclusion criteria:

1.  Health professionals with a master's degree or above.

2.  Health professionals who have more than 10 years of work experience.

3.  Clinicians who have work experience in tertiary hospitals.

4.  There will be no restriction on the professionals' geographical area.

Exclusion criteria: None.

### Sampling strategy {#s2-12-2}

There is no standard sample size calculation method for the process of the consensus meeting. To obtain different stakeholders' perspectives, as well as to improve consensus achievement, we will invite 25 participants to attend consensus meeting.

### Consensus meeting process {#s2-12-3}

After completing two rounds of the Delphi survey, a face-to-face consensus meeting will be conducted in Beijing, China. It will last at least 1 day.

The results of round 2 of the Delphi survey will be reported. The number of outcomes that have achieved consensus by all of the stakeholder groups or by any of the stakeholder groups will be reported. The outcomes that have achieved 'consensus in' by all of the stakeholder groups will be the priority for inclusion in the COS. The outcomes that have achieved 'consensus out' by all of the stakeholder groups will be excluded. The remaining outcomes will be discussed by any of the participants in the consensus meeting. Then, the participants will be asked to rescore all of the outcomes that have not achieved consensus by an anonymous method at the meeting. The ones that achieve 'consensus in' will be included in the COS. The ones that achieve 'consensus out' will be excluded from the COS. The remaining outcomes will be discussed by the participants at the consensus meeting. Then, the participants will rescore the remaining outcomes at the meeting. If they still do not achieve consensus on these outcomes, the Steering Committee will decide on the results.

After developing the final COS, the measurement time for the included outcomes will be reported according to the results of the systematic review. The participants will have a chance to discuss them. Then, they will vote on a sufficient measurement time for each outcome with WeChat. The one with the largest proportion will be recommended at the consensus meeting.

### Consensus definition {#s2-12-4}

The consensus definition is given in [table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}. We define the consensus according to previous COS research.[@R9]

###### 

The consensus definition

  Consensus classification   Description                                                   Definition
  -------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Consensus in               The outcome should be included in the core outcome set        70% or more of the participants scored outcome as 7--9, and \<15% of the participants scored the outcomes as 1--3
  Consensus out              The outcome should not be included in the core outcomes set   50% or less of the participants scored the outcome as 7--9
  No consensus               Uncertainty of the importance of outcome                      Anything else

Ethics and dissemination {#s3}
========================

The entire project has been approved by the Ethics Committee of Dongzhimen Hospital, Beijing University of Chinese Medicine (DZMEC-KY-2019--22). We will obtain informed consent from patients who participate in the semistructured interviews, two rounds of the Delphi survey and cross-sectional study. Informed consent for the other participants is unnecessary.

After the final COS is completed, we will publish this research in a journal, report the results at a conference and disseminate our findings on the website of China Information Association for Traditional Chinese Medicine and Pharmacy Clinical Research Information Association (<http://www.cria-cm.net>). We will also send the publication to researchers who participated in the Delphi surveys and the consensus meeting so that they can use it in their research.
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